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REGISTRATION FOR THE 2019 INTERNATIONAL TOURS OPENS AUGUST 16!
REGISTRATION FOR THE 2019 INTERNATIONAL TOURS WILL OPEN AUGUST 16TH AND RUN THROUGH AUGUST 25TH. Remember that there will be three European Tours in 2019—2 Bike & Barge Tours and our incredible Belgian Ardennes Tour. Please check out the full description and pricing of each of those tours on the 2019 Tours page here.
Here you will also find descriptions of our 2019 Domestic Tours.
To summarize, there is a 2-week Bike & Barge Tour from Bruges to Paris (Wait List Only); a week-long Bike & Barge Tour
from Amsterdam to Maastricht; and finally the 11 Day Ardennes Tour. As mentioned, the Bruges-Paris Tour is already full
but there is no one on the Wait List and if the past is any guide, there will be a number of people who will have to cancel
for a variety of reasons and those on the Wait List will move into those slots. The Ardennes Tour includes rides on some of
the hills of the Spring Pro Classics as well as stops in historic towns such as Bastogne, Stavelot and Luxembourg.
As per usual a lottery will be held after August 25th for those tours where the number of registrants exceeds the number of
spots available. There is no rush to register right away on the 16th but you do want to be registered by August 25th to be
eligible for the lottery.

2018 Bruges-Paris Bike & Barge Tour Report by Sharon O’Grady
After months of anticipation, the day finally arrived….the start of the Bruges to Paris bike ‘n
barge trip. And what a marvelous trip it was! Twenty lucky members of Ralph and Carol’s posse
boarded the Fleur in Bruges and were greeted by
her amazing Captain, Evert Jan and his crew Petra
(1st mate), Franco (chef), and Majte (steward).
They kept us well fed, organized and safe during
our time aboard.
After depositing our luggage on the boat, we went
for a 2-hour guided walking tour through the historic
town of Bruges to learn about the historic and cultural points of interest in this well-preserved Belgium town. After lunch we returned and rode 20km
on our bikes to make any final adjustments before
the trip really got going. In the days that followed,
we cruised on our sturdy green bikes through the
Belgian and French fields of wheat, corn and sugar
beets and historic towns and villages...stopping for
a mid-day coffee (or beer) whenever possible. The
lovely and capable Francien was our tour guide over 12 days of riding. She kept us on track (mostly) with the occasional U
-turn and sand trap just to keep things interesting. Occasionally, some of the group dared to split off with Ralph for a longer version of the day’s ride but, oddly enough, Francien’s followers got the “longer version of the short ride”.
The first aid kit was well used the first few days for skinned knees, banged elbows and a twisted ankle. Andy rode sweep
on day 1 and mastered riding with two left pedals (how did that happen??) until the threads finally gave way and it fell
out. The weather was warm (hot!), the sky was clear and deep blue every day except for a brief rain that started just moments before we arrived at our port for the night. Could not have asked for better weather or better luck!
Most of the riding was on bike paths or lightly used rural roads. Belgium’s bikeways have a great numbering system.
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Francien would give us a number and we would all be looking for the appropriate directional sign until we would be given the
next number for our route. Surfaces varied from paved to compact dirt to soft sand...not to mention the bone jarring cobblestone
streets. While heavy, our bikes were well suited for the wide variety of surfaces. Traffic was rarely a concern until we got to the
rotaries and rotaries are everywhere!
After a couple of days, the routine of boat life and the tour became second nature. Breakfast was served at 8am and everything
a hungry bicyclist could want was provided....eggs, yogurt, fruit, cheese, meats, cereal and, since we were in France, several
kinds of breads and croissants. We prepared our own box lunches (those plastic boxes worked great!) and carried it in our
trusty panier. Upon our return to the boat, we were met with a light snack and optional libations. Beer and wine flowed more
copiously as the days went by and we became more acquainted with each other.
Dinners were spectacular! Franco, who has cooked in many parts of the world, never failed to deliver a beautifully presented and
tasty meal. After dinner, Francien gave a short briefing for the next day, followed by plenty of time to relax, or in some ports, a
short walk into town to see where Vincent van Gogh spent his last days or to find an ice cream cone. Movie night got us laughing hysterically as the main character found himself “in the North” living amidst the Ch’tis. You had to be there to hear the laughter.
Notably, the quaint French villages we rode through seemed rather deserted. We passed ancient churches, cathedrals, abbeys,
clock towers and the occasional castle but rarely did we encounter locals (or tourists) on the streets until we got to a town
square, restaurant or a Tabac.
On day 8, we rested the bikes and took a bus tour through the Somme Valley, the site of fierce fighting during World War I. Even
after 100 years, the sacrifice of tens of thousands of soldiers from many nations is still evident in the scarred landscape and in
the lovingly maintained cemeteries.
After our rest day, we continued cycling through France. We stopped to tour the Castle of Chantilly and the site of the WWI surrender. On a particularly hot day, we found relief in the cellar of an Abbey that was “closed on Tuesdays” but for us….it was
open. C’est bon!
We learned a lot too….that a cathedral never has a clock although churches do and that a city’s belfry was a symbol of prestige
and declaration of a free society. Francien pointed out different architectural styles…the highly ornamented Gothic style, prolific
in the Middle Ages, gave way to the more symmetrical Renaissance style by the 16 th century and the Art Deco style came into
being after WW I, not so much as an artistic statement but rather that the style was simple and inexpensive to construct.
As we approached the end of our trip, we rode through acres of forest land that once was large land holdings of the French
elite. Now public, the paths once used for hunting are perfect bicycle routes. Our forest ride ended with a panoramic view of Paris and a steep descent to find the Fleur waiting for us. On our final travel day, we relaxed as we sailed the River Seine into the
City of Lights passing right by some of the most visited places…the Eiffel Tower, the D’Orsay Museum, and Notre Dame Cathedral to name a few. After some city exploration on foot, we spent one last dinner together and shared special moments with the
friends we'd made over the last two weeks. On our final morning, we said our good-byes, thanked our hosts and headed off for
home or other European adventures.
For some of us, this was a once-in-a-lifetime bike ‘n barge trip. For others, bike ‘n barge is an annual event. For all of us, it was
an opportunity to experience and share the richness of one small part of old Europe up close and unhurried. Merci et au revoir!!
SOME PICTURES OF THE TOUR MAINLY FROM ANDY KOPSER
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Provisional 2019 Pegasus Tour Schedule: (Dates subject to change)

2019 PEGASUS BIKE TOURS PROVISIONAL SCHEDULE
DATES

TOUR

LOCATION

LEVEL

April 6– April 14

Central California Tour

San Luis Obispo, CA

Intermediate/Adv

May 2—May 6

4-Day Omak Hill Country

Omak, WA

Intermediate/Adv

May 16-May 20

4-Day Eastern Washington

Chelan, WA

Intermediate/Adv

June 8–June 22

Bruges-Paris Bike & Barge*

Bruges, BE

Easy/Intermediate

June 29-July 6

Amsterdam-Maastricht Bike & Barge

Amsterdam, NL

Easy

July 7-July 17

Maastricht-Luxemburg Ardennes Tour

Maastricht, NL

Intermediate/Adv

August 17-25

Central Idaho Tour

Ketchum, ID

Intermediate/Adv

September 6-15

Western Colorado Tour

Grand Junction, CO

Intermediate/Adv

Indianapolis, IN

Intermediate/Advanced

September 22-28

NEW ADDITION! Southern Indiana

International Tour Registration Opens - August 16th, 2018
Domestic Tour Registration - October, 2018
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